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A pick force calculation method suggested for tool lacing of 
mechanical excavators employing drag tools

Osman Zeki Hekimoglu

faculty of engineering, department of Mining engineering, Mugla Sitki Kocman university, Mugla, turkey

ABSTRACT
This paper deals with tool lacing design of partial-face cutting machines 
employed for mechanical excavations of rocks, coal and stones. A rational 
comparison between relief cutting and groove deepening was made by 
simulating actual cutting actions of picks under the same conditions at 
different spacing to depth ratios, respectively, through full-scale laboratory 
linear cutting experiments with radial and point attack tools. It was found 
that the top portion of a groove with approximately polygonal-shaped cross 
section has no significant effect on the magnitude of tool forces. The effective 
cutting was understood to take place mainly in the lower portion of this 
cross section, termed ‘effective area’, which is encompassed by a triangle with 
an apex angle twice the breakout angle of unrelieved groove. This finding 
has led to the introduction of a pick force calculation method for computer 
assessment of tool lacing for rock, coal and stone cutting machines. The 
‘effective area’ of cross sections which were calculated by this method, was 
found to be in good correlation with corresponding measured tool forces. 
The method is simple and free from assumptions which have to be specified 
for various pick cutting position. It was also verified by the results of some 
experimental data of previous investigations.

1. Introduction

In mechanical excavation, roadheaders, continuous miners and coal shearers, are widely employed 
for underground mining and tunnelling, while chain saw machines are employed for production of 
natural stones in quarry mining. Point attack type cutter picks, among all drag tools, are predominantly 
employed by roadheaders and drum shearers for excavations of rocks and coal. Radial tools are no 
longer common in underground mining and tunnelling today, whereas they are extensively employed 
for chain saw machines in quarry mining.

Arrangement of cutter picks on a given cutting unit of above-mentioned machines, known as tool 
lacing, is one of the important factors affecting machine performance. Tool spacing, circumferential 
spacing, number of tracking cutters, angle of wrap and tilt angle are the fundamental design parame-
ters in tool lacing. Some of them relevant to the scope of this paper are shown in Figure 1. The lateral 
distance between the immediate neighbouring tools along the axis perpendicular to the direction of 
cutting is known as ‘line spacing (SL)’, while that between the tools of the same sequence is termed 
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‘cut spacing (SC)’. The angular distance between the successive tools along the axis in-line with the 
direction of cutting is called ‘circumferential spacing’. The angular extent of a spiral line measured 
along drum circumference is known as ‘angle of wrap’.

Laboratory linear cutting trials on flat rock surface showed that a minimum specific energy occurs 
when the line spacing are set to a certain value at a given depth of cut which is called optimum spacing 
to depth ratio (s/d). The limit of interaction between adjacent grooves was reported to occur at ‘2 tan 
θ’, where θ is half breakout angle of the groove which generally varies between 52° and 70° depending 
upon rock properties [1–3].

A pick is said to perform a ‘relief cutting’ when it hits the midway between the tools of a preced-
ing sequence, whereas the cutting mode is called ‘groove deepening’ if the picks in a given sequence 
exactly follow the same lines or the tracks of the tools of preceding sequence (Figure 2). With groove 
deepening, the line spacing equals cut spacing, while with relief cutting, the cut spacing is always a 
multiple of line spacing.

Early studies emphasised that the groove deepening should be avoided, since it is inefficient [3,4]. 
These findings were, however, based upon the results of laboratory trials carried out on a flat rock 
surface and their results are not necessarily applicable to the case of tools on an actual cutting head or 
a drum which cut into a surface formed by preceding cutting sequences. The action of a roadheader 

Figure 1. Some fundamental parameters considered (a) in laboratory linear cutting experiments and (b) in tool lacing with the vane 
picks of a practical shearer drum having four starts with 2 tools per line.
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was simulated in relief cutting mode with point attack tools, using a medium strength limestone [5]. 
The specific energy was reported to decrease with spacing to depth of cut ratio (s/d) rapidly at first 
and then more slowly, while tool forces increase continually (Figure 3). Lower specific energy contin-
ues beyond the point of interaction between the adjacent grooves, at the expense of high tool forces, 
as opposed to the previous laboratory investigations on flat rock surface. A balance was, therefore, 
noted to be reached between optimum cutting efficiency and acceptable level of tool forces, thus, 
the tool life, not cutting efficiency, was suggested to be the primary selection criterion. A laboratory 
linear cutting investigations on simulating a cycloidal action of a drum shearer at a fixed tool spacing 
for groove deepening and relief cutting, respectively, showed that, with groove deepening, the tool 
forces were initially high and then gradually attained the same value of relief cutting at higher cutting 
depths (Figure 4) [6]. Underground investigations on coal shearers demonstrated significant increase 
in overall machine performance, when groove deepening lacing was modified to relief cutting [6]. 
The cutting rate was reported to increase while tool wear was minimised when the tool lacing of a 
chain saw machine which was designed in groove deepening was partially modified to relief cutting, 
and the fundamental procedures for tool lacing of roadheaders cutting head were noted to be very 
similar to that of chain saw machines [7]. Chain saw machines operating in practice were reported 
to adopt groove deepening concept, and relief cutting was suggested for these machines [8]. The 
profile shape of grooves deepened by successive cuts of picks arranged in groove deepening mode 
was investigated through laboratory linear cutting experiments [9]. The cutting was reported to be 
successful and breakout angles were consistent with optimum s/d value. However, pick damage was 

Figure 2. Breakout pattern of successive picks (a) in groove deepening and (b) in relief cutting.
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observed and, breakout angles were drastically decreased after the first pass, at an excessive tool 
spacing. Despite the advantages of relief cutting, the groove deepening mode has, however, been still 
persistently employed in practice with many rock, coal and stone cutting machines, probably due to 
a lack of conclusive investigations. The author of this paper has found no investigations in published 
literature, on simulating the practical actions of these two cutting modes for a rational comparison. 
Such an investigation is believed to fill an important gap in this subject.

The importance of tool lacing has increased developments in computer-aided design of cutting 
heads and cutting drums. A computer software was introduced at British Coal in UK [10,11]. It was 
stated that the relative duty required of each tool should be estimated by examining the relation of each 
cut to its predecessors. This can be achieved by constructing a ‘cutting (breakout) pattern’ which is 
the arrangement of cross sections of cuts formed by combining the cutting sequences with the spatial 
position of each tool tip during cutting, as shown in Figure 5. Any conflicting design requirement 

Figure 3. effect of cut depth and spacing on (a) mean cutting force and (b) specific energy [5].
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can be detected and then resolved through the breakout patterns. The cutting force component was 
reported to be proportional to the cross-sectional area swept by a tool on the breakout pattern, pro-
vided that the cut is relieved, and force magnitudes were calculated by empirical equations related to 
these cross-sectional areas [12]. Successful machine performances were reported through the use this 
software [13]. A computer programme was also reported for performance assessment of roadheaders 
cutting heads, however no information was available on tool force calculation considered with this 
software [14]. Further researches on designing roadheaders cutting heads and shearer drums with 
the aid of computer were carried out predominantly in China, and to a certain extent, in Europe and 
South Korea, especially after 2000 [15–27]. However, with none of these studies the tool forces were 
seen to be calculated from cross-sectional areas swept by tools.

Considering the whole area of cross sections alone is obviously not a realistic approach for tool 
force calculation method, since different tool forces are inevitable when the same cross sections are 
cut at different tool positions. Laboratory linear cutting research with roadheaders cutting head where 
cutting order of picks was compared in terms of starting from machine side to face or vice versa, 
showed that tool forces varied with relative tool positions, despite the fact that the picks were cutting 
the same cross sections, respectively, under equal conditions [28]. Furthermore, very similar finding 
was also reported when different angle of wraps at a fixed s/d value were compared through linear 
cutting experiments for a given cutting drum [29]. The pick cutting positions, therefore, have to be 

Figure 4. variation of mean cutting force with depth of cut at constant spacing [6].

Figure 5. a breakout pattern of the picks on an axial-type roadheaders cutting head.
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taken into account for correct force calculations, since tool forces are not directly proportional to the 
whole cross-sectional areas.

Hurt investigated the effects of tool cutting position on pick forces [10]. In this study, cutting posi-
tion of picks was classified into six categories in order to obtain a cutting factor, as in Figure 6. For each 
group of cuts, line spacing and cut spacing are to be specified for each sides of the groove, respectively. 
Also for each group, the breakout angles were classified into relieved and confined ‘angles of break’, 
while the confined angles of breakout were further specified for each side of the cut. A cutting factor 
related to a relieved cut without confinement (Kr) was, then, obtained by multiplying tool spacing 
with depth of cut. It was, however, stated that this procedure can be improved further for complicated 
cutting patterns, as it relied upon limited data obtained from linear cutting trials. No further inves-
tigation, other than this study, has been found on this topic, in the published literature. In practice, 
many different tool lacing designs were adopted for machines of various types. It may, therefore, be 
impractical and difficult to specify tool lacing parameters within the limits of some assumptions for 
each individual tool position, respectively. Therefore, a basic method with a single-step procedure 
that is easily applicable to all relieved pick cutting positions without a number of assumptions would 
prove to be very useful for the accuracy of such computer-aided design of cutting heads or drums for 
rock and coal cutting machines.

This paper presents a rational comparison of groove deepening to relief cutting mode, and intro-
duces a new geometrical method of pick force calculations suggested for tool lacing with drag picks 
for machines employed in mining, tunnelling, and to a certain extent, in civil engineering. Actual 
cutting actions of picks were simulated in full-scale for both cutting modes at different s/d ratios 
with radial and point attack tools, respectively, through laboratory linear cutting experiments under 
the same rock, machine and operating conditions. Based upon the results of these experiments, the 
suggested method along with the idea behind the superiority of relief cutting over groove deepening 
are presented and discussed in details.

Figure 6. Illustration of tool confinement for various tool positions [10].
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2. Laboratory trials

2.1. Description of laboratory full-scale linear cutting experiments

Simulating the actual cutting action of picks depends upon the type of tool lacing, as numerous design 
combinations are available in practice. Tools having their axes parallel to each other, like vane picks 
found on the cylindrical surface of a cutting drum with zero degree tilt angle, were considered for 
simplicity. The perimeter of a cutting sequence formed by tools of this type, normally describes a slope 
(angle of inclination) rather than a horizontal line during actual cutting, due to transverse motion of 
tools with helical arrangement as seen in Figure 2. A horizontal perimeter was, however, preferred for 
the sake of simplicity. The cutting action of a shearer drum of fixed web depth, fitted with two vanes 
(two spirals) and operating at 12 mm advance per revolution, was simulated at different tool spacing. 
A fine-grained homogeneous and isotropic sandstone obtained from Springwell, England, was used for 
the cutting experiments, since the scope of the investigations was to compare the variables under the 
same conditions. Some mechanical and physical properties of the rock sample are presented in Table 1.

Laboratory full-scale linear cutting trials were conducted by a 0.66 m instrumented shaping machine 
capable of producing in-line thrust force of 50 kN, at the University of Newcastle Upon Tyne in England 
(Figure 7). Radial picks having −5° rake angle and 10° back clearance angle with 50 mm gauge (tool 
reach), designed for cutting medium strength rocks, and slender-type point attack picks, having 75° 
cone angle and 55° angle of attack were used. Slender-type picks were preferred due to limitation of 
machine which could not withstand to high forces that are generated by heavy duty picks. Utmost 
care was paid to use sharp picks for each single cut throughout the cutting trials. The trials were car-
ried out both in groove deepening and relief cutting for all levels of parameters as shown in Table 2.

Initially, the experiments were carried out on flat surface of the rock sample to obtain data on con-
ventional cutting procedure. For simulated cuttings, the rock surface was initially trimmed and then 

Table 1. Some mechanical, physical and mineralogical properties of the rock sample.

uniaxial compressive strength 43.24 ± 1.51 MPa
Indirect tensile strength 2.99 ± 0.22 MPa
dynamic elastic moduli 1.79 × 104 Mn/m2

Shore Hardness 36.70 ± 6.29
Schmidt Hammer rebound number 52.03 ± 1.07
cone Indenter Hardness 1.98 ± 0.41
Bulk density 2.21 g/cm3

Quartz content 63%

Figure 7. Instrumented shaping machine used for laboratory linear cutting experiments.
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coated with paint. The simulated cuts were not instrumented until a stabilised cutting regime which 
was perceived by disappearance of painted surface and consistent groove profiles, was reached, This 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 8 as an example for groove deepening trials, and similar procedure is 
also the case with relief cutting. Debris collected for each cut was weighed and corresponding cutting 
and normal force components were recorded, and the specific energy was calculated.

2.2. Results of laboratory linear cutting trials

It is important to note that the trials for groove deepening with radial picks could only be carried out 
up to s/d value of 6, since the shaping machine was stalled at s/d of 8 (Figure 9). Following experi-
ments planned for groove deepening with point attack picks, therefore, had to be abandoned to avoid 
a potential damage to the shaping machine. The trials for relief cutting were, however, successfully 
resumed for the all s/d values planned for both pick types.

Variations in mean tool forces, yield and specific energy with s/d ratios are presented for radial 
tools and for point attack tools, respectively, in Figures 10 and 11. The cutting force and normal force 
components increased towards higher values of s/d for both modes of cutting. The groove deepening, 

Table 2. the parameters investigated during linear cutting experiments.

Variables Levels Description
cutting modes 3 groove deepening, relief cutting, trimmed surface cutting
cut spacing (S) 5 12 mm, 24 mm, 36 mm,48 mm, 60 mm
depth of cut per start 1 6 mm
advance per revolution 1 12 mm
Pick type 2 radial pick, Point attack pick
rock type 1 Springwell Sandstone, england
replications 4

Figure 8. description of instrumented cuts for groove deepening trials.

Figure 9. Machine stalling during simulation experiments with groove deepening at s/d of 8.
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however, exhibited higher values than did relief cutting for the all s/d values except 2. Magnitude of 
forces with point attack tools was higher than that radial picks. Ratio of normal force to cutting force 
was less than 1 for radial tools, whilst being vice versa for point attack tools. The values for yield shown 
in Figures 10(b) and 11(b), indicate that in both cutting modes the same cross-sectional areas were 
physically removed with tool forces of different magnitudes at all s/d values but 2. With relief cutting 

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. variation of (a) mean tool forces, and (b) yield and specific energy with spacing to depth ratios measured for flat surface, 
relief cutting and groove deepening with radial tools.
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the specific energy decreased rapidly up to s/d of 4 and then more slowly after this value, whereas it 
was higher with groove deepening than relief cutting for all measured s/d ratios except 2, and ceased 

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. variation of (a) mean tool forces, and (b) yield and specific energy with spacing to depth ratios measured for flat surface 
and relief cutting with point attack tools.
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to exist after s/d value of 6. The results of trials on flat rock surface indicated that minimum specific 
energy tends to occur between s/d values of 4 and 5.

The average breakout angle for unrelieved cutting on flat rock surface was measured to be around 
66° for radial picks, while being approximately 67.5° for point attack picks. The breakout angles were 
observed to vary with s/d values of each cutting mode in such a way that being asymmetrical at s/d of 
2, and reasonably symmetrical at s/d of 4, and beyond this value they were not consistent. The highest 
breakout angle observed for groove deepening was found to be always lower than that of unrelieved 
cut on flat rock surface, whereas the opposite was true for relief cutting mode.

3. Discussion

3.1. On the geometrical method for pick force calculation

Before proceeding to the discussion, it is worth to consider the findings reported by Hurt and Evans 
[5]. They noted that when cutting with point attack picks, the rock surface disintegrates into a series 
of scallops which have an approximate ‘V’ cross section, and the apex angle of ‘V’ (half of which is 
also known as `breakout angle) showed a roughly constant value in experiments where depth of cut 
and tool angle were varied. The failure surfaces were assumed to be planes at right angles to the plane 
of the diagram making angles θ with the vertical, and thus a V-shaped section of rock is removed 
as given in Figure 12. The breakage mechanism observed with groove deepening and relief cutting 
during the laboratory simulation trials described in this paper may be explained better on the bases of 
V-shaped cross section of grooves. The main objective of this discussion is to establish a relationship 
between measured tool forces and the geometry of relative profiles of adjacent grooves, rather than 
constructing a mathematical model.

It is to note that at s/d value of 4 there is no significant difference between the respective values of 
tool forces measured for flat surface cutting and relief cutting with radial picks; in fact they are almost 
equal with the case of point attack picks, as in Figures 10(a) and 11(a). The corresponding yield values 
for flat surface cutting were also found to constitute nearly 55–60% of those of relief cutting, indi-
cating that at s/d of 4, the cross-sectional area swept in relief cutting is about 40–45% more than that 
of flat surface cutting (Figures 10(b) and 11(b)). Furthermore, the magnitude of tool force required 
for sweeping the area of triangle ABC in flat surface cutting (Figure 13(a)) is very similar or almost 
equal to that required to remove the total area of polygon ACDB in relief cutting, as shown in Figure 
13(b). Therefore, with relief cutting, the extra cross-sectional area of triangle ABC at the top portion 
of the polygon can be discarded, since it does not impose any confinement on the cutting action of 
the pick. Otherwise the magnitude of tool forces with relief cutting should have been about 40–45% 
more than those of flat surface cutting. The effective cutting action of the tool, then, seems to take 
place within an area depicted by a triangle which has an apex angle twice the breakout angle of the 
rock, and with a base line defined by a point where the confined side of apex angle intersects with 
free surface, or the longer side instead, if there is no tool confinement. The part remaining within this 

Figure 12. Illustrations of assumptions for theoretical calculation of breakout angle (θ) [5].
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BCD triangle may be considered as an ‘effective area’, for tool force calculations. The methodology 
for construction of triangles representing effective areas may be better explained, if profile views of 
the grooves cut by adjacent tools are taken into account, in accordance with observations during the 
simulation trials, as follows.

The state of breakouts at s/d of 2 is illustrated in the form of conceptual drawings in Figure 14. 
The bold line denotes the profile view of grooves already cut by the neighbouring tools. With both 
cutting modes, the pick hits the rock at point C, and tends to break it by forming a ‘V-shaped’ groove 
with an apex angle twice normal breakout angle of rock obtained from unrelieved grooves on flat rock 
surface. The point at which the longer side of this angle or any side which lies in the confined section 
of cut, intersects with free rock surface (the point B in the figure) determines the location of base line 

Figure 13. the profile view of breakouts between adjacent grooves at s/d value of 4, observed during the laboratory trials; θ is half 
breakout angle, d is depth of cut and SC is cut spacing.

Figure 14. depiction of breakouts at s/d of 2.
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of the isosceles triangle ABC. The last point (the point E) where the base line intersects with an uncut 
rock surface while moving from B up to A defines the length of upper boundary of the effective area 
which is the length of line EB in the figure. Any part of rock lying below this line, whether previously 
cut or uncut, is counted in the effective area (the shaded areas in the figure), while those areas which 
are above this line is totally discarded. During the trials, the longer side of the apex angle was seen to 
terminate easily through point B for both cutting modes. This is because the tool is able to exert its 
full potential without any confinement, due to very close tool spacing.

At s/d of 4, with relief cutting, the tool hits the rock at point D, and the right side of the apex angle 
tends to terminate at point E through point C, in an effort to create its complete breakout angle (Figure 
15(a)). During the trials, the fracture was, however, seen to terminate at the nearest free surface located 
at point B, meaning that the pick is unable to create its complete breakout angle. A question may, then, 
arise in such that why the fracture did not terminate at point E as it did so with groove deepening at 
s/d of 2? This may be attributed to the fact that the tool is unable to exert its full potential at s/d of 
4, due to greater pick spacing which is twice that of s/d of 2. The tool was, therefore, too confined to 
induce the intended fracture at the target point of E. Under such a circumstance, the respective values 
of s/d, however, needs to be defined to avoid misleading calculations, if a computer programme on 
tool lacing is concerned. However, no problem is likely to arise from this issue, since such a lower s/d 
values is not usual in tool lacing. The above-mentioned tool confinement has to be taken into account 
with the effective area. It may be defined by an additional areal value of a triangle (BCD) added to that 
of the main triangle (ACD) to obtain the total effective areal value, as shown in Figure 15(a). With 
groove deepening, the rock fracture was observed to terminate at Point B which defines the location 
for the base line of the isosceles triangle (Figure 15(b)). It is to note that the uncut rock above the base 
line was discarded, since it is out of the effective area, as explained in Figure 13. The effective area (the 
shaded area in the Figure 15(b)) calculated for groove deepening was higher than that of relief cutting, 
indicating the higher tool forces with groove deepening as measured at this s/d.

The state of profiles of grooves at s/d of 6 is shown for both cutting modes, respectively, in Figure 16. 
The groove surfaces were observed to be no longer smooth, while being more pronounced with groove 
deepening which also exhibited greater effective areas, compared to previous s/d values, probably due 

Figure 15. depiction of breakouts at s/d of 4 (a) for relief cutting and (b) for groove deepening.
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to higher tool spacing. Much more irregular grooves particularly with groove deepening were observed 
at s/d of 8, as shown in Figures 9 and 17(b). This was probably the reason why the tools were failed to 
accomplish cutting at this stage of the simulation trials with groove deepening.

The method described above may be validated by plotting all measured tool force values against the 
all calculated areal values for both relief cutting and groove deepening together. It is seen that there is a 
good correlation between tool forces and their corresponding effective areas for both modes of cutting 
with both radial and point attack tools (Figure 18(a) and (b)). It is also important to emphasise that 
for the sake of simplicity and reliability, the breakout angle adopted for this method is that obtained 
from unrelieved cuts on a flat rock surface. This was because it was difficult to obtain a consistent 
value from relieved cutting.

Figure 16. depiction of breakouts at s/d of 6.

Figure 17. depiction of breakouts at s/d of 8 (a) for relief cutting and (b) for groove deepening.
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Figure 18. correlation of mean tool forces with effective areas for (a) for radial tools and (b) for point attack tools.
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The experiments also demonstrated that confined area is particularly the case for relief cutting, and 
it occurred immediately below the s/d ratio where the interaction between the adjacent grooves takes 
place at a line spacing equals ‘2 d tan θ’. This, hence, indicates that the line spacing for relief cutting 
should not be set below this critical ratio, and it should be equal to or slightly greater than this value.

The concept of this method may be verified by considering experimental data from previous studies 
in a similar aspect. The first group of data was related to full-scale laboratory linear cutting simulation 
experiments on the effects of variation in the angle of wraps of a cutting sequence on tool forces and 
specific energy [29]. Four different angle of wraps corresponding the angle of inclinations of a given 
cutting sequence, being 0°, 10°, 20° and 30°, were considered. Tool forces and specific energy were 
found to be minimum at 10°, while being maximum at 30°. The results also showed that tool forces 
were different for each cutting sequences, despite the fact that the same cross sections of rocks were 
cut. This was attributed to differences in tool cutting position which was defined by ‘effective depth’. A 
good correlation was reported between the measured tool forces and corresponding ‘effective depth’, 
as shown in Figure 19. The changes in tool forces can also be evaluated by calculating the effective 
cross-sectional areas for each angle of inclination, using the triangular method explained in this paper. 
The conceptual drawings for effective areas related to each angle of inclination are presented in Figure 
20, in considerations with the profile view of adjacent grooves observed during these trials. The tool 
was seen to be confined at one side of its axis for all cases but at 20° angle of inclination (Figure 20(c)). 
It is important to note that the base line with 10° angle of inclination is located at point B, because it 
lies in the confined side of the cut (Figure 20(b)). The longer side along the line DC was, therefore, 
not considered, since the cut is unconfined at this portion. The calculated values of effective areas 
corresponding to angle of inclinations appear to be in good agreement with the corresponding tool 
forces, as shown in Figure 21.

The second data related to a research study previously carried out on the performance of chain saw 
machines, with respect to tool lacing [7]. The cutter tools were originally arranged in grove deepen-
ing with 13 tools in each cutting sequence. This lacing was decided to be modified to relief cutting. 
Only the first three tools of this cutting sequence could, however, be rearranged in relief cutting. The 
original lacing was, then, compared to the partially modified lacing in situ under the same conditions. 
The cutting speed of machine was seen to increase by around 25% at the same power consumption. 
This improvement was attributed to significant decreases in tool forces acting on the rearranged first 
three tools which were usually subjected to higher tool forces. The force acting on the first tool, was 
reported to be the highest among all picks in the cutting sequence for this particular pick lacing. The 
forces generated by these tools can be calculated for both lacing arrangements, through the effective 
cross-sectional area method described in this paper. The values of effective areas related to each 
pick were calculated for original lacing (groove deepening) and partial modification (relief cutting), 

Figure 19. correlation of mean forces with effective depth of cut for each angle of inclination [29].
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respectively. These areas were, then, correlated with an empirical equation reported previously to 
obtain tool forces [7]. The force values used in this empirical equation were those of a similar rock, 
not necessarily that of the rock investigated, since the main purpose was only to compare the level 
of tool forces, rather than specifying the actual values. As a result of calculation, mean cutting forces 
with rearranged picks were found to be lower than those with the original picks, and the highest tool 
force was the case with the first tool which was designated as Pick 1 in Figure 22. It is very important 
to emphasise that misleading results would have been obtained, if physically cut cross-sectional areas 

Figure 20. depiction of effective areas for each angle of inclination.

Figure 21. correlation of mean forces with effective areas for each angle of inclination.
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were considered alone, instead of effective areas. As an example, with groove deepening the physically 
removed cross-sectional area by the first tool is much smaller than the effective area (Figure 23(a)), 
whereas it is vice versa with relief cutting (Figure 23(b)).

In this study, the effective area method was used to explain the reason for generation of higher forces 
with groove deepening. The method also showed why the tool forces were different despite the fact 
that same cross-sectional areas were cut at different angle of inclinations of given cutting sequences. 
Furthermore, the fact that how the first tool on a given chain saw machine exhibited the highest cutting 
force among all picks, was also explained. The method is simple and free from complicated assump-
tions. Moreover, it may be applied for a given relieved cutting condition without requiring any cutting 
factor, if the value of breakout angle related to rock properties and tool conditions is known. The value 
of breakout angle inevitably changes with rock types and tool characteristics, e.g. whether the tool is 
pristine or worn. It is, however, very important to note that such variations may not be influential in 
this respect, since the method merely involves the construction of a triangle which is entirely based 
upon the value of breakout angle that has to be specified for a particular condition. In other words, 
the triangles can be constructed for any condition, as long as a breakout angle is defined for a specific 
case. It was, therefore, thought to be reasonable to suggest it as a pick force calculation method for 
computer-aided assessment of tool lacing. However, it is worth to emphasise that this method can 
be improved by further studies, since it was investigated and proven within limited set of conditions.

3.2. On tracking cutters and tool spacing

The advantages demonstrated with relief cutting over groove deepening may be explained by consid-
ering the state of rock fracture in relation to the spatial position of tools during cutting. With relief 
cutting, the line spacing can be easily set in fractions of cut spacing, e.g. half of cut spacing as with 
this study, whereas this is absolutely impossible with groove deepening, since the picks have to follow 
exactly the path of tools located in the preceding sequence. As a result of this, the point on a free 
surface where the rock fracture terminates emerges to be much closer to the pick tip in relief cutting 
than that in groove deepening. The effective areas with groove deepening are, therefore, greater, 
particularly after the s/d value where interaction between adjacent grooves takes place. It is probably 
for this reason why tools in groove deepening ceased to cut after the s/d value of 6, while the cutting 
successfully resumed in relief cutting with all s/d values investigated during the laboratory trials. This 

Figure 22. distribution of individual tool forces for a chain saw machine [7].
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merit makes the relief cutting more advantageous when cutting in cycloidal motion, and also helps to 
explain the trend of force variations presented in Figure 4. The depths begin with zero, and ultimately 
terminate at maximum value of 8 mm at fixed tool spacing, due to the characteristics of cycloidal 
cutting. In reality, each value of cutting depths shown along ‘x axis’ of the graph also represent their 
corresponding s/d ratios in a reverse order, e.g. at 6 mm depth the corresponding s/d is 3, while at 
2 mm depth it is 9. The higher force values occurring at shallow depths or at higher s/d values with 
groove deepening is attributed to the generation of much greater tool forces at higher s/d ratios as 
observed during the laboratory simulation trials described here in this study.

The trials also demonstrated that with relief cutting, specific energy initially showed sharp decrease 
up to s/d between 4 and 5, and kept decreasing slowly, after this point. This may infer that s/d values 
higher than that what is known ‘optimum s/d’ in flat surface cutting may also be considered for a 
tool lacing. This idea should, however, be compatible with other parameters, such as drum balance 
and torque. An imaginary drum having two starts with fixed dimensions was considered to evaluate 
this idea, in terms of specific energy, torque and torque fluctuations which were standard deviations 
of mean torque values. Only vane tools were assumed to exist on the whole drum surface, to avoid 
complicated corner cutting situation. The calculations were carried out at 90° cut sector for each s/d, 
respectively, at a constant advance per revolution, and the results are presented in Table 3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 23. notation of effective areas and physically removed areas for the chain saw investigated, (a) for groove deepening and  
(b) for relief cutting (the solid bold line denotes the uncut rock surface for both cutting modes).

Table 3. analyses of a sample drum in terms of torque, torque fluctuations and specific energy.

s/d Mean torque (kNm) Torque fluctuations (kNm) 
Volume of cut material per 

‘Adv/rev’ (10−3 × m3) Specific energy (MJ/m3)
2 2.509 ± 0.087 1.0368 15.20
4 1.387 ± 0.103 1.0368 8.40
6 1.263 ± 0.140 1.0368 7.65
8 1.162 ± 0.174 1.0368 7.04
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As seen, the decrease in both specific energy and drum torque is not significant after s/d value of 
4, while torque fluctuations rise considerably. The drum balance is known to be inversely affected, as 
the total number of tools decreases. It is important to note that the fluctuations in torque are related to 
the availability of full depth of sump throughout the course of cutting process. In practice, the drums 
and cutting heads do not always operate in full depth of sump, owing to changing face and operating 
conditions. Under such circumstances, the total number of active picks ‘in cut’ will reduce, and level 
of fluctuations in both torque and reaction forces will consequently increase. Fluctuations in torque 
and reaction forces always have to be avoided, since they inflict heavy damages on major machine 
components. Hence, the s/d values higher than optimum s/d value which is between 4 and 5 for these 
experiments are not suitable, since a small decrease in both specific energy and torque after this value 
cannot be afforded at the expense of high vibrations.

4. Conclusions

A comparison of groove deepening to relief cutting was carried out with both radial and point attack 
picks. During the laboratory trials the profile geometry of adjacent grooves with an approximate ‘V’ 
cross section was observed. Within the limit of results and experimental conditions, as well as the 
limit of rock type and parameters investigated, following conclusions may be drawn:

1)    The top portion of the cross section of a groove did not impose any significant effect on the 
magnitude of tool forces. The rock fracture effectively took place mainly in the lower portion 
of the whole cross section described by a triangle which has an apex angle twice the breakout 
angle of unrelieved groove. The areal quantity of this triangle considered together with tool 
confinement which was termed ‘effective area’ was employed to calculate the tool forces. The 
calculated effective areas were found to be in good correlation with the measured tool forces. 
This concept was also verified by a number of experimental data of previous investigations. 
The effective areas calculated for groove deepening were generally greater than those of relief 
cutting, accounting for higher tool forces observed with this cutting mode.

2)    The effective area may be introduced as a tool force calculation method for computer assess-
ment of tool lacing where tool forces are calculated through pick cross sections. The method 
is simple and involves a single-step calculation. The areal extent of the effective areas can be 
calculated without a number of assumptions, once the breakout angle of the rock and the 
spatial position of a given pick with respect to neighbouring tools were defined for a specific 
rock and tool condition. This method can be improved by further studies.

3)    With simulated trials, specific energy decreased drastically at first and then slowly after s/d 
of 4. it, however, ceased to continue with groove deepening after s/d ratio of 6, due to greater 
effective areas, while being continuous with relief cutting at all s/d ratios investigated. There 
was no marked minimum specific energy value as emphasised with experiments on flat rock 
surface. However, tool spacing at which interaction between adjacent grooves takes place, 
i.e. at ‘2 d tan θ, may be recommended to avoid detrimental effects of fluctuations in torque 
and reaction forces.

4)    The groove deepening mode of cutting should not be considered for mechanical excavators 
employing drag tools.
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